**OPEN FORUM**

**As We Like It**

"Once in a Lifetime"

The legitimate stage brought to life on a grand scale in Boston and the "Athenaeum," and the result in ten and a half hilarious hours of wit, wisecrack, and burlesque.

For an evening of fun, see "Once in a Lifetime!"

**JORDAN OVERCOATS**

Berne-Jordan Overcoats

Soft Irish Fleece plus Fine American Tailoring

$38.50

When you roll your overcoat into a ball and put under your seat in the theater it has to be of exceptional fabric to withstand the strain and still look fresh.

The soft Irish fleece-Jordan overcoats fills the bill for just such hard usage—and the colors and patterns in single or double-breasted box and raglan models are the season's latest.

**FELLOWSHIP INN**

730 Columbus Avenue

Cambridge, Mass.

Phone Walton 1-1333

Representative, Robert W. Granger

**ATTENDING DINNER**

November 20, 19__

**WALNUT LUNCH CO.**

2080 Commonwealth Avenue

Representative, Edward S. Powers

**A TECH LETTER**

"To the Editor of THE TECH:

I understand that the Technology Christian Association has been fortunate in locating a Reverend Goss to work with the student body and Faculty on November 20 on the topic, "Reconciliation in a Nation." I consider it of the utmost importance that the Tech be invited to participate in this class in whatever way might be of interest to your readers.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Editorial Department

**PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY DURING COLLEGE VACATION**

 subscribe, if you don't have a subscription already!
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